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Abstract. This paper proposes a distributed hierarchically organized model,
delegating all functionality among computing devices. This model gives
advantage to perform a distributed functionality with induced scalability,
flexibility and availability able to resists on fault tolerance. The paper
discusses main approaches for realization of such kind of system, including
all features and properties for current realization. Proposed model’s
communication for interconnection exchange is based on XML custom
messages. They provide semantic glue for heterogeneous nature of
realization in both synchronous and asynchronous communication mode.
Real-time and other timing requirements are also presented and the suitable
handler task is discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years ubiquitous spreading of Internet and concerned technologies
forces developing of distributed embedded web based enabled systems. The most
touched sphere of this development is distributed automation systems (DAS) [2, 3].
They are a new trend in manufacturing automation networks (MAN) [4] that combine
hierarchical automation approach with distributed approach of embedded systems [1]
for reaching one interconnected heterogeneous system for distributed automation.
New models of communication and interconnection are proposed for
overcoming problems concerning flexibility, scalability, availability, security and
reliability of the system [2, 3].
This paper discusses the significant advantages of delegating and separating the
functionality of the system among sub-systems with decreased computing capabilities
and explicitly defined tasks. The concept of the model avoids some disadvantages by
means of using embedded systems and low cost PC compatible machines.
Component-based applications are developed for working on each machine,
intending to produce a flexible distributed system.
The communication between layers (Figure 1) is based on XML messages.
This is done for abstracting cross-platform communication complexities, increasing
interoperability between applications and self-testing algorithms for auto
configuration capabilities of the system. Communication is based on HTTP as a
transport protocol.

RELATED WORK

Systems for monitoring and control exert requirements to increase
performance, scalability, flexibility, availability, security, re-configurability, fault
tolerance and graceful recovery from failures. These features of any application and
models are so called critical challenging factors [6]. The approaches used for
realization of such kind of systems are Distributed Embedded Systems, Service
Oriented Architecture (SOA), Supervisory Control and Data-Acquisition (SCADA)
System and Open Service Gateway Initiative (OSGi).
Distributed Embedded Systems
Embedded Systems nature defines low power consumption, low computing
power, low cost and restricts memory usage [12]. Application of the system approach
and functional and modular decomposition results in systems’ distribution, i.e. consist
of a number of physically and/or logically distributed components that constitute the
system to reach the common goal [13]. Delegating of the functionality among
different embedded systems, each one with particular function, is specific feature for
distributed embedded systems.
SOA
SOA is a set of architectural tenets for building autonomous and interoperable
system [3]. The nature of these systems is aiming to create separated modules that are
independent of each other. They operate independently of their environment as well
and provide self-contained functionality. Because of these reasons SAO could be
called autonomous. On the other hand, SOA is interoperability by clearly abstracting
the interface that a service exposes to its environment, from the implementation of
any service. SOA is aiming to produce a service that easily could be joined to a more
complex system via high level of interface abstracting. This property induces the
granularity of service. That concept for system design distinguishes service-oriented
from object-oriented design. The communication pattern is asynchronous, providing
high scalability and flexibility of communication process.
SCADA System
SCADA system consists of a supervisory control sub-system, which supports
operator control of remote equipment with security features and a data-acquisition
sub-system. The sub-system gathers data from various sources such as remote
terminal units and shares data with all other sub-systems within the entire system [2,
11].
OSGi
OSGi is used as a framework for delivery of managed services to networked
environment through a service gateway. It consists of a service platform and a
deployment infrastructure. The service platform mainly supports the interaction
among services through a registry that contains service descriptions published by
service providers. Once the service description is published it becomes available for
other services registered with the framework. The deployment infrastructure provides

the execution environment and allows for continuous deployment activities as, for
example, installation, start or stop of a bundle, etc. [7].
This paper proposes a distributed model delegating entire functionality of
service oriented architecture among embedded systems, PCs and PC compatible
machines aiming to low cost and very scalable design concept. Communication
model is a crucial issue for each model. It is XML based and provides synchronous as
well as asynchronous messages’ exchange.
PROPOSED MODEL

The level of integration determines the effectiveness of modern technical
systems [8]. In integration of one heterogeneous system, consisting of individual
modules, communication model is the flexible glue for connecting different
components of the systems.
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Figure 1: Functional scheme of distributed model for monitoring and control system

All efforts of proposed web-based model are aimed towards tasks distributing
among embedded systems, PCs and PC compatible machines for providing high level
of security, scalability, easily sizing, monitoring and setting a huge set of parameters
for achieving control over the environment. However, the design provides
communication flexibility and scalability, management and arrangement. New tasks
and functionality easily can be added due to the hierarchy and design of delegating
modules nature. The conceptual overview of the proposed model is shown on
Figure1.

Model is based on comprising the features of manufacturing automation
systems and distributed embedded systems. Dynamically changing environment is an
appropriate place for applying distributed and real time approaches. Model aims real
time reaction for any changing beyond pre-defined boundaries of any system’s
parameters. The model is figuring out the following features:
• The systems comprise physically and/or logically distributed components
(entities);
• The entities are essentially heterogeneous (different architecture, hardware,
networking, operating systems and software) – system works as one despite the
difference in the entire model;
• Cross-communication and co-operation between the entities and their
environment are key features – these features directly touch the communication
process;
• The entities act as a unity to achieve a common goal – each entity has function
and implements sensors and/or actuators.
In distributed model design and communication model (Figure 2) could be
distinguished fast changing environment with high requirements to response time as
well as control timing, and a location with no real time requirements. For real time
requirements embedded systems with RTOS working on them are used. If any real
time requirements appear on upper layer QNX (a microkernel-based operating system
for real time tasks) and Real time Linux are suitable solutions. Application working
on RTOS platform handles all sensors’ and actuators’ timing diagrams. CNDEP [14]
is used for upper communication layer. It is especially worked out for data extraction
of data from embedded systems. The next communication layer uses XML based
custom protocol. XML stands for data describing and it is suitable for such kind of
messages exchange.
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Figure 2. Functional Layers and Communication model
The hierarchical nature of discussed model is adopted from manufacturing
automation networks. These networks distinguish two types of devices: fast and slow.
First of them have real-time requirements, while the second one are used for interface
to an operator, who controls the system, through a communication environment.
Communication environment for current model is Internet. Everything behind server
layer is hidden from the outer surroundings and has an autonomous management.

Communication inside the model could be realized via local Web services, defining
local UDDI register used only by inner consumers.
Autonomous management of the model is achieved by self-diagnostic
algorithms. Two processes are present: discovery of failure and detect plug/unplug of
a device or so called hot spot re-configurability.
After any request is accepted by the server layer it forms a customized XML
message addressed to appropriate master device on lower layer. The communication
on that layer with upper or lower one is accomplished by the Master device. It is
possible to communicate one lower layer with another one exactly through these
master devices, by passing the server layer. Master devices coordinate data flows
within and outside the management system’s segment. Data flows are characterized
by logging data, concerned security, access to the system, measured data, etc.
The aim of the model is to set apart independent modules for producing an
autonomous system. Most embedded systems are web enabled, which means that
they can resist to all requirements of the model. The reason all embedded systems to
be hidden behind some kind of server is to induce the security level and to provide
higher scalability. That approach separates all functionality not only in different
layers, but also restricts the failure spreading in the entire system. Self-diagnostically
algorithms are situated in the master devices. An additional functionality could be
very easily added by modifying only appropriate part of the layer. For example, a
case when a master device is functioning as a Wireless gateway is shown on Figure 1.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Representation of such distributed hierarchical model is going to produce an
appropriate, light-weighted, low-cost, and distributed and fault of tolerance model.
Main features of such kind of model are customizable nature of model design.
Distributed nature of the system decreases necessary data process time among the
sub-systems. These features of the model make it highly effective distributed model
for automation with prospective features for development.
According to the unification wide spread standards this model would bring
additional system interconnectivity if the abstraction level of different layers induces.
This means, instead of using local web services, the different modules to be situated
in different locations which is the real value of using that kind of technology. The
master devices should be the appropriate gateway for embedded systems hidden
behind it. The concept of the model is not to define the count of different layers but to
induce the level abstraction for interconnection.
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